On a Lebesgue measure space with measure element do, and total measure finite or infinite, we consider the complex-valued measurable functions f, y, so, ., each determined only a.e., and each belonging to all L,-classes simultaneously, 1<r< a.
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We donote (i) by F = {f} a ring of functions with complex constants and ordinary multiplication and closed under the involution: if f -= f + if2 e F then also fe fi-if2 e F and hence also fi, f2 e F; (ii) by r = { I a subring of F also closed under this involution; (iii) by CD = {so} another subring but this one not closed under the involution; (iv) by + = {sr} the ring of elements conjugate complex to those of CD, and we make the following interlocking assumptions; (v) if y e F, (p E 4 then 'yp 4), and thus, by involution in r, also y~p e 5, (vi) We now add the general assumptions: (vii) eachf e F can be represented (uniquely by Lemma 1) as e = 'y + +{(1) and (viii) the vector space F is Banach-dense in each Lo, 1 < p < a.
Representation (1) This also holds iff is an Li-limit of our analytic functions and b = ffda. pp. 791-793.
